UNIT 1 - HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT of GEOLOGIC PRINCIPLES
Historical Geology –Web Hits (Worth 5 points)
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- On the top half of the paper, write your paragraph about what you learned from any one of these web sites or compare to a related, personal past experience.
- (Do not write and copy the text, I can also read what is on the web hit).
- The writing must be clear, neat and concise IN BLACK OR BLUE INK OR PENCIL (otherwise no credit).
- I want a minimum of three complete sentences
- (Remember to also complete your Unit 1 Introduction Web Video Link paragraph)

**Grand Canyon Unconformity**


**Unconformities**

http://geology.about.com/od/geoprocesses/a/unconformities.htm

**Burned at the stake**

http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/lectures/age_of_the_earth/age_of_the_earth.html